1. Introduction {#sec1-sensors-20-00064}
===============

The human tympanic membrane (TM) is one of the major parts of the middle ear that transmits audible sound waves to the cochlea \[[@B1-sensors-20-00064],[@B2-sensors-20-00064]\]. Diseases, such as bullous myringitis and traumatic TM perforation cause structural changes and malfunctions, which alter the vibration patterns, obstructing hearing and communication. In addition, hearing loss, middle ear effusion and otosclerosis among other tympanic diseases induce a change in the vibration pattern of the middle ear, eventually leading to hearing disorders \[[@B3-sensors-20-00064],[@B4-sensors-20-00064]\]. Among many ear-related diseases, hearing loss is a worldwide pervasive disease, and can be broadly classified into noise-induced hearing loss caused by ambient noise and age-related hearing loss \[[@B5-sensors-20-00064],[@B6-sensors-20-00064]\].

The conductive hearing loss is occurred in the outer or middle ear, where sound waves are not able to carry all the way through to the inner ear. Audio signals can be blocked by earwax or a foreign object located in the ear canal, and therefore, the middle ear space may be impacted with fluid, infection or a bone abnormality along with eardrum injuries. Conductive hearing loss is mostly common in children with recurrent ear infections or foreign objects in their ear canal \[[@B7-sensors-20-00064]\]. Sensorineural hearing loss is another type of hearing loss, which occurs due to damages of the inner ear or the actual hearing nerve. This loss generally occurs when some of the hair cells within the cochlea are damaged. Sensorineural loss is the most common type of hearing loss, and it can be a result of aging, exposure to loud noise and injuries. This type of hearing loss is typically not medically nor surgically treatable \[[@B8-sensors-20-00064]\]. The next abnormality is the combination of both sensorineural and conductive hearing loss. They may have a sensorineural hearing loss and then develop a conductive component in addition. Therefore, a pre-identification method to diagnose ear-related diseases by measuring the micro-vibrations of the TM can be considered as a valuable technique \[[@B9-sensors-20-00064]\] for precise diagnosis. However, due to the aforementioned physiological nature of the diseases, most of the developed audiological instruments have been potentially employed to examine conductive hearing compared to sensorineural loss and mixed hearing loss.

The most common approach has been, and is still largely in use as the gold standard, pure tone audiometry, which has been used for more than 50 years to diagnose and evaluate the degree of hearing loss in present otolaryngology \[[@B10-sensors-20-00064]\]. However, despite the results obtained in this inspection method has been based on the subjective reaction of the patient by stimulation and cannot be used for infants \[[@B11-sensors-20-00064]\]. Moreover, the lack of appropriate treatment and difficulty of accurate pre-diagnosis have caused many young people to suffer from noise-induced hearing loss due to excessive use of earphones \[[@B12-sensors-20-00064]\].

The aforementioned limitations have long been known, and in response, alternative noninvasive investigations have gained significant attention. Hence to diagnose ear-related diseases caused by abnormal vibration patterns in TM, laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) and stroboscopic holography were developed and have been actively studied \[[@B13-sensors-20-00064],[@B14-sensors-20-00064]\]. LDV was fundamentally developed as a non-contact diagnostic tool to measure the vibration of a surface. When the LDV is directed at the TM surface, and the amplitude and frequency of the vibrations are extracted from the Doppler shift (occurring due to TM surface motion) of the reflected laser beam frequency \[[@B13-sensors-20-00064]\]. Fast single point detection of this technique allows general diagnosis, and enables an identification of ossicular chain pathologies of living subjects \[[@B15-sensors-20-00064],[@B16-sensors-20-00064]\]. However, the difficulty of providing depth-resolved information and large time consuming for whole range of TM inspection limit the applications of the technique \[[@B17-sensors-20-00064],[@B18-sensors-20-00064]\]. Stroboscopic holography is one of the recently presented methods which measure the amplitude and phase of TM displacement \[[@B19-sensors-20-00064],[@B20-sensors-20-00064]\]. Although this method allows us to observe the vibrating motion of the entire TM as well as three-dimensional (3D) surface motion \[[@B21-sensors-20-00064],[@B22-sensors-20-00064]\], the insufficient movement data of the morphological internal structure and prolonged time for measurements due to frequency resolution limits the extensive applicability \[[@B23-sensors-20-00064]\]. Thus, afore-stated, non-invasive methods either are only sensitive to surface properties, or do not have sufficient axial and spatial resolution to be useful for the overall measurement and analysis of structural thickness.

To overcome afore-stated drawbacks, a non-invasive and high-resolution, low-coherence interferometric imaging technique called optical coherence tomography (OCT) was involved to obtain depth-resolved images in real time \[[@B24-sensors-20-00064],[@B25-sensors-20-00064],[@B26-sensors-20-00064]\]. OCT is used in various fields, such as dentistry \[[@B27-sensors-20-00064],[@B28-sensors-20-00064]\], agriculture \[[@B29-sensors-20-00064],[@B30-sensors-20-00064]\] and even entomology \[[@B31-sensors-20-00064],[@B32-sensors-20-00064]\]. OCT has been actively used in various medical fields, including diverse otolaryngological studies, which detect the pathological changes of TM \[[@B33-sensors-20-00064],[@B34-sensors-20-00064]\], and to study the anatomical structures and for measuring thickness of TM in volumetric images \[[@B35-sensors-20-00064]\]. Although OCT is capable of detecting real-time structural movements, distinguishing single-pixel difference-based micro-vibrations and fine movements are limited. Optical Doppler tomography (ODT) is an extension of OCT, which was initially developed to measure fluid flow \[[@B36-sensors-20-00064],[@B37-sensors-20-00064]\]. ODT adds an algorithm to the detect movement information of a sample by measuring the phase shift of the detected interference signal.

ODT-based experiments can be performed simply by adding a software algorithm without installing additional hardware to an OCT system. Numerous algorithms, such as intensity-based Doppler variance, phase-resolved Doppler variance and phase-resolved color Doppler assessments using phase difference, were developed and widely used to detect the Doppler signal \[[@B38-sensors-20-00064],[@B39-sensors-20-00064]\]. Moreover, the ODT technique has been used for angiography, as it can measure the blood flow while imaging the monolayer structure \[[@B40-sensors-20-00064],[@B41-sensors-20-00064]\]. Furthermore, ODT algorithms were developed and actively studied for skin tissues, ophthalmic angiography \[[@B42-sensors-20-00064]\] and human TM \[[@B43-sensors-20-00064],[@B44-sensors-20-00064],[@B45-sensors-20-00064],[@B46-sensors-20-00064]\]. Middle ear anatomy and functions were investigated using phase-sensitive, OCT-integrated video otoscopy in a previous attempt. However, video otoscopy has a limitation of examining micro-vibrations of the middle ear, and the post-processed phase information was obtained with a limited imaging range \[[@B47-sensors-20-00064]\]. OCT-vibrography and OCT-integrated, surgical, microscopy-based imaging techniques were demonstrated at numerous attempts to map the phase information of the ossicular chain motion and diagnose middle functionality, where the conclusions were made based on the post-processed data assessments with limited real-time assessments \[[@B48-sensors-20-00064],[@B49-sensors-20-00064],[@B50-sensors-20-00064]\].

In this demonstration, we measured phase shift values using ODT to assess micro-vibrations of a natural latex membrane, which can be adapted as a representative sample of preliminary study for measuring vibration patterns in the human TM. In comparison with existing methods, the audio signal frequency and the sampling rate were matched accordingly to examine particular vibration patterns and circular mode vibrations-based Doppler signals and phase information of the latex sample, which resembles TM vibrations. To demonstrate the feasibility of measuring micro-vibration using the ODT technique, we extracted the micro-oscillations of the sample surface from two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) ODT images, illustrating the overall motion of the entire latex sample. In addition, a graphical analysis was conducted on the acquired images to quantitatively analyze the vibrating motions of the sample structure.

2. Materials and Method {#sec2-sensors-20-00064}
=======================

2.1. Experimental Specimen Preparation {#sec2dot1-sensors-20-00064}
--------------------------------------

The micro-vibrations of a natural latex sample induced by two speakers were acquired and processed to evaluate the capabilities of the developed system, in order to detect the complex vibration patterns in a sample structure. The measured thickness of the latex membrane is 80 µm. The membrane is placed on a 5 mm diameter metal tube, which is pulled tight through the translation stage. We used a set of two speakers to make a localized distribution of sound on the latex membrane, resembling the biological response of the TM to compensate for the equivalent anatomical characteristics. The output sound of the speakers was connected to a computer (PC), controlled by software using a beep function, which can change the frequency of the sound. Since the utilized frequency band is sufficient to measure the micro-vibration of the latex membrane and verify the capability of this ODT technique, frequencies lower than 2 kHz, and especially under 1 kHz, were not used in this study. To barricade external sound drawbacks, the galvanometer scanner, the latex membrane (sample) and audio devices were installed in a customized soundproof chamber. The detected sound pressure in the chamber is 12.4 dB lower than the 39.2 dB which is the external sound pressure.

The utilized frequency was selected from 2 to 5 kHz, which is within the audiometry frequency range \[[@B51-sensors-20-00064]\] to verify capability of the ODT technique for detecting fine vibration. [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"} represents the reason of controlling the applied sound pressure to the latex membrane. [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}a is a single cosine waveform, and its amplitude exceeds the intended range of −π to + π, which is our set phase range in this experiment. [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}b is the wrapped waveform of [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}a due to the selected phase range. In contrast, [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}c shows the amplitude-regulated cosine wave of [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}a to be matched in the intended phase range, which is the same process of regulating the sound pressure of the speaker in our experiment. By utilizing the waveform of [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}b,c, we obtained the phase mapping image shown in [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}d,e, respectively. The color map is equivalent in [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}d,e.

The plotted signal image of [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}d becomes more complex compared to [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}e due to wave folding of the cosine wave shown in [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}b caused by the limited amplitude. In addition, even with the same phase value, it is difficult to determine whether the obtained result is original vibrating data or wrapped data due to the bi-directional vibration characteristic. The simulated case using a single cosine wave described in [Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"} shows a significantly different result caused by wrapping. Since measuring the vibration of the latex membrane is even more complex than in the single wave case, we controlled the sound pressure to limit the phase value within an intended range and avoid the case of applying an unwrapping method according to the purpose of our paper.

2.2. Description of the ODT System Configurations {#sec2dot2-sensors-20-00064}
-------------------------------------------------

[Figure 1](#sensors-20-00064-f001){ref-type="fig"}a depicts the schematic of the ODT system, which is used in the present study assembled with a sound chamber consisting of a set of speakers. The broadband light source of the low-coherence interferometer was a super-luminescent diode (EXS210022-02, Exalos, Swiss) with a center wavelength of 840 nm and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 50 nm. The laser beam output from the light source was passed into the optical fiber coupler (50:50, TW850R5A2, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA). The light was divided evenly into a sample arm and a reference arm thorough the optical fiber coupler. The 3D scanning is operated by using a galvanometer scanner (GVS002, Thorlabs, NJ, USA), which moved the light along the x and y axes. At the sample arm, light was scanned over the entire latex membrane, covering 600 × 600 (x × y) spatial points. To produce the micro-vibration in the latex membrane, two speakers are placed at opposite lateral sides to the latex. The two backscattered light beams from the reference arm and sample arms were interfered, and the generated interference signals were transmitted to the optical spectrometer, which contains a collimator (F810APC-842, Thorlabs, NJ, USA), a broadband dielectric mirror (BB2-E03, Thorlabs, USA), an achromatic doublet (AC508-100-B, Thorlabs, NJ, USA), diffraction grating (spatial frequency 1800 lpmm, Wasatch Photonics, USA), which is used to diffract signals along each wavelength and a 4096-pixel line scan camera (spL4096-140 km, Basler, Germany).

The lateral resolution was measured as 15.6 μm using a resolution target (USAF 1951, Edmund Optics, USA) and the theoretically calculated axial resolution was 6.23 μm (in air). In addition, the measured SNR using the multiply acquired mirror images-based maximum point spread function (PSF) signals of the built system was 30.9 dB. SNR was used as a quantitative metric to evaluate the improvement in the images due to the speckle reduction. SNR measures the strength of an object in the image in the presence of background noise. The SNR measurement can be expressed as, $$SNR = 10\log_{10}(\max\lbrack\frac{B_{lin}^{2}}{\sigma_{lin}^{2}}\rbrack)$$ where the numerator represents the linear magnitude of the optical signal and the denominator represents the linear magnitude of the background noise signal.

The flow chart of the microvibration measurement procedure is shown in [Figure 2](#sensors-20-00064-f002){ref-type="fig"}b. The software configuration is divided into data acquisition, signal processing and plotting. Each category is operated by multithread technique using the ring buffer-enabling signal acquisition, signal processing and visualization simultaneously \[[@B52-sensors-20-00064]\]. The algorithm developed for the high-speed parallel processing, using a compute unified device architecture (CUDA) (Nvidia, Santa Clara, CA, US) with a graphics processing units (GPU) programming tool, was applied to the signal processing section which handles most of the algorithm part.

2.3. Principles of ODT Imaging and Processing {#sec2dot3-sensors-20-00064}
---------------------------------------------

To obtain consistent results, sound wave generating speakers and the galvanometer scanners were synchronized simultaneously, since the non-synchronization between the afore parameters and frequency obstruct the acquisition of the exact scanning position, which comes across with the particular frequency. Thus, the time synchronization between A-line period and frequency time period insures our measuring generated entire membrane vibrations, especially the specific vibrating mode of the latex membrane, with consistent amplitude and phase of applied sound waveform. In the current demonstration, the fundamental scope was to verify specific circular mode vibrations of the latex membrane in accordance with various sound frequencies. Although more vibration information can be acquired according to the Nyquist sampling law by employing a sampling rate that is twice higher than the frequency, sound waves with similar sampling rates and frequencies were applied to each point of the sample with a different A-line frequency.

Since the acquired sinusoidal vibration patterns sufficiently confirmed the circular mode vibration patterns of the latex sample according to the audio frequencies, Nyquist sampling was not implemented in the current assessment. The total detected time period is 500 μs for the initial 2 kHz frequency, as shown in [Table 1](#sensors-20-00064-t001){ref-type="table"}. The regulated A-line time was varied from 455 to 313 μs according to the applied frequency. The dimensions of a single C-scan (600 × 600 × 600 pixels) and the time consumed for the image acquisition and the total taken time for scanning 5 mm × 5 mm were 180, 163.8, 128.5, 116.3 and 112.7 s at 2, 2.2, 2.8, 3.1 and 3.2 kHz, respectively. This was attained by setting the scanning speed of the ODT system in accordance to the applied frequencies.

The acquired raw data was Fourier transformed and converted to a digital signal to obtain the amplitude and phase information of the detected optical interference signal. The acquired amplitude was plotted in logarithmical scale, and phase information was used in the Kasai autocorrelation equation to derive the Doppler frequency shift \[[@B37-sensors-20-00064]\]. The arctangent function evaluates the average phase shift between each obtained phase data in order, and was computed in all four quadrants, depending on the degree of vibration \[[@B53-sensors-20-00064],[@B54-sensors-20-00064]\]. The 2-sided vibrating directions were represented with opposite signs from − π to + π. As the magnitude of the vibration was increased, the absolute value of the analyzed phase shift was getting closer to + π. After calculating to obtain Doppler phase shift, color mapping of the ODT images was determined according to the phase shift values. Furthermore, an additional noise was produced by the galvanometer scanners, which directly affect the vibrating pattern of the latex membrane. Thus, to minimize the noise effect, the phase subtraction method, which is an additional software processing method, was developed to minimize the external noise. The mechanism of the phase subtraction method is employed to identify the detected phase values at stationary state from the measured values at the stimulated state. Every phase data when measured before applying sound was saved and used to extract the noise.

3. Results {#sec3-sensors-20-00064}
==========

3.1. Analysis of the Reasons for Using Dual Speakers {#sec3dot1-sensors-20-00064}
----------------------------------------------------

To verify the validity of using a dual speaker unit, the results of sound pressure detected using a single speaker and dual speaker were compared in [Figure 3](#sensors-20-00064-f003){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 3](#sensors-20-00064-f003){ref-type="fig"}a demonstrates the detecting points of sound pressure in the latex membrane from A to E, separated by a distance of 1 mm from each other. The sound pressure measurements of each individual location (from A \~ E) on the latex membrane, while using single and dual speaker configurations, were measured using a commercial decibel meter (Model: UT-353, M-TECH, Korea). [Figure 3](#sensors-20-00064-f003){ref-type="fig"}b shows the detected pressure generated by a single speaker in the respective positions from A--E. Similarly, we measured the acoustic pressure on the sample generated by dual speaker configuration, which is shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-20-00064-f003){ref-type="fig"}c. [Figure 3](#sensors-20-00064-f003){ref-type="fig"}b,c depict the detected sound pressure at A--E for the generated, various sound frequencies from 2 kHz to 5 kHz. It was confirmed that the tendency of sound pressure at each frequency was different depending on the speaker configuration. The sound pressure was adjusted to 70 dB to create a similar condition with pure tone audiometry used in the field \[[@B55-sensors-20-00064],[@B56-sensors-20-00064]\]. To visually compare the sound pressure tendency at a glance, the detected sound pressures at point C are shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-20-00064-f003){ref-type="fig"}d using detected values of [Figure 3](#sensors-20-00064-f003){ref-type="fig"}b,c. Compared with the results using the single speaker, the detected sound pressure at each position using a dual speaker was different. Furthermore, we confirmed that the applied audio signal was complex as well, and formed different vibratory motion when compared to the vibration pattern generated using a single speaker.

The dual speaker configuration was adopted to form a more complex vibratory pattern from the applied audio signals. Since the result revealed that the detected sound pressure at each point was identical when we applied constant frequency in both configurations, while the value of sound pressure was varied according to modulation of the frequency, it was confirmed that the applied audio signals using a dual speaker can make a more complex motion of the latex membrane, which can demonstrate maximum capabilities of the developed ODT system for detecting the micro-vibration the of latex membrane at more complex audio signals.

3.2. OCT and ODT Cross-Sectional Assessments for Micro-Vibrations {#sec3dot2-sensors-20-00064}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The micro-vibrations were investigated using OCT and ODT cross-sectional images while scanning the membrane before and after exposing to the diverse frequency ranges. [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"} shows the OCT and ODT results of the two different states before applying sound indicated as a stationary state, and after applying sound expressed as a stimulated state. The illustrated OCT and ODT results of [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}a,b were obtained during the absence of sound waves (control), where [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}d,e represent oscillation images of the latex membrane, which were acquired while providing a 2 kHz sound wave frequency. Although vibration effects can be slightly recognized in the grayscale OCT image of [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}d, identification of prominent fine oscillations is difficult to distinguish. Slightly occurred phase shift evaluations caused by micro-vibrations with external noise effect were color mapped in ODT results, as shown in [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}b,e.

In order to eliminate the aforementioned noise effect, we used the phase subtraction method, comparing the phase difference before and after applying sound. The results of [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}c,f demonstrate the ODT images with the applied noise filtering software to minimize the unnecessary noise effect of [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}b,e. Although erroneous numerical values have been significantly reduced comparatively, slight noise signals were still left and unable to be removed in the (+) direction due to the sensitivity of measuring micro-vibrations and the inconsistency of phase shift generated by scanners. To quantitatively validate the effect of the phase subtraction method on the ODT image, the phase data of [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}b, e and f were plotted in [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}g--i. [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}g shows the initial noise generated from the external aforementioned factors. In addition, the result of removing a redundant noise, which is shown in [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}g, was verified by comparing with [Figure 4](#sensors-20-00064-f004){ref-type="fig"}h,i. After subtracting the noise, the pure fine vibration of the latex membrane was measured in this study. These results revealed that the noise removal was sufficiently accomplished to verify the micro-vibration of whole latex membrane.

3.3. Enface-ODT Representation with Distinct Frequencies {#sec3dot3-sensors-20-00064}
--------------------------------------------------------

To identify the overall oscillation pattern of the entire latex membrane and circular mode of vibration, we extracted enface information from the uppermost pixel layer of each cross-sectional image. [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}a--c represent the aforementioned ODT enface image construction process for representative three images among 600 points of the y axis using the open source computer vision (OpenCV 2.3.1) image processing tool served by Intel. [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}d emphasizes the ODT-enface representation of the natural latex membrane micro-vibrations at 2 kHz, and the measured sound pressure was 70.9 dB.

The result reveals that the pattern of the vibration of the latex membrane is formed throughout the sample surface. This shows the capabilities of the proposed system to assess the micro-vibrations on the sample structure acquired using the developed ODT system. In [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}, we also used the phase subtraction method to remove external noise during C-scan imaging. The C-scan images were acquired using 600 B-scan images (with phase information), and the noise of each B-scan image was different from another. Hence, we first scanned the range of the x and y axes before exposing the membrane to the sound and saved all the measured values. Later, the saved noise values were subtracted from each B-scan.

To validate the obtained results, we conducted additional experiments with different frequencies. [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}e depicts the vibrating ODT enface image at 2.2 kHz, and in comparison with [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}d, the degree of phase shift is observed to be increasing towards the positive direction. [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}f--h show processed ODT enface images at 2.8 kHz, 3.1 kHz and 3.2 kHz, respectively. Each frequency of [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}d--h was selected when the ODT image was significantly different compared with other results. The sound pressures detected on the latex membrane at each frequency were 70.9, 72.7, 67.4, 71.4 and 70.3 dB, which is shown as the black square in [Figure 3](#sensors-20-00064-f003){ref-type="fig"}d. Obtained vibration patterns according to varying frequencies were differentiated as vibratory modes from (0, 0) to (0, 6). Where the vibratory mode (0, 0) is the vibratory pattern observed in the sample structure with the least phase value of vibratory. This can be seen in [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}d, where the phase of the sample structure is more or less even throughout the sample surface. The vibratory mode (0, 6) is the maximum observed phase value of vibratory motion of the sample structure. This is shown in [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}h, here the varying phase from − π to + π can be seen as multiple concentric circular rings with varying intensity from magenta to blue. The detected various circular modes of vibration confirm the applicability of an ODT system to measure the micro-vibrations in a sample, which is subjective to varying frequencies. The 3D graphs plotted by using equivalent phase data are shown in [Figure S1](#app1-sensors-20-00064){ref-type="app"} to demonstrate the entire vibrating motion visually at a glance.

3.4. Phase Shift Assessment of Latex Membrane Micro-Vibrations {#sec3dot4-sensors-20-00064}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The obtained ODT-enface representations of [Section 3.2](#sec3dot2-sensors-20-00064){ref-type="sec"} underwent on phase shift assessment as shown in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}. The graphs were plotted by employing the phase information measured at each point in the latex membrane using MATLAB software and Origin Pro to show the results quantitatively and more visually.

In order to minimize the effects of noise, and to verify the overall vibrational pattern of the latex membrane, we averaged 10 consecutive images acquired from the center region. The averaged phase information was filtered using a median filter to plot the graphs, which are shown in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}a--e. Each graph is plotted with phase information at scanning points around the center point while applying respective frequencies, such as 2 kHz, 2.2 kHz, 2.8 kHz, 3.1 kHz and 3.2 kHz. [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}a shows that the entire latex membrane moves towards a single direction, whereas [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}b shows that the number of oscillations of this membrane increases compared to [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}a. Moreover, accumulative direction changes of vibrations were clearly identified along with the frequency increase as shown in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}c--e.

According to the demonstrated quantifications, it was revealed that the number of oscillations is proportional to the applied frequency. In order to quantitatively analyze the micro-vibration, we measured the averaged thickness value of the concentric circular rings in [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"}d--h, and this is plotted and shown in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}a--e. The number of phase reversals in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}a--e were counted when the sign of phase was different compared with the previous value. The points of phase reversals are indicated with a blue arrow in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}a--e, and total phase reversals are 1, 3, 5, 9 and 11, which increased with respect to the applied frequency. In addition, these total number of measured phase reversals are plotted with blue square points in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}f, and the red square points represents the measured averaged thickness. The values used to measure the total vibrating range of the latex membrane according to the applied frequency are indicated numerically from (1)--(5) in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}. We divided each vibrating portion into the aforementioned number of phase reversals to verify averaged thickness of oscillation. Since the entire latex membrane vibrates in a single direction (vertical) at 2 kHz, the value is set to 243 pixels. The total averaged displacement of the latex membrane for the given frequencies of 2.2 kHz, 2.8 kHz, 3.1 kHz and 3.2 kHz were measured as 124, 76, 48 and 44 pixels, respectively as indicated in [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"}f with red color square points. The acquired vibrating distances exhibited a decreasing tendency, confirming the complexity of vibrating motion with the increase of frequency. Thus, we verified that the results of our experiments are consistent, and the measurement of the frequency-dependent micro-vibrations is possible with the proposed method. The process involved in plotting [Figure 6](#sensors-20-00064-f006){ref-type="fig"} is explained in [Figure S2](#app1-sensors-20-00064){ref-type="app"}.

4. Discussion {#sec4-sensors-20-00064}
=============

According to quantitatively analyzed results aforementioned in the manuscript, we have demonstrated the possibility of detecting the micro-vibration and complex vibratory pattern using our proposed system. In order to improve the efficiency scanning time in the developed systems for measuring the complex vibratory patterns, a fast scanning speed was achieved by adopting CUDA multi-thread processing. The total time taken to image a sample with a scan range of 5 mm × 5 mm was 180 s with an applied frequency of 2 kHz (as the audio signal applied to the sample). Similarly, the total time taken for measuring the micro-vibration in sample for frequencies 2.2, 2.8, 3.1, 3.2 kHz was 163.8, 128.5, 116.3 and 112.7 s, respectively. The total time taken for scanning the sample using our ODT system is much faster when compared to LDV and stroboscopic holography for an equivalent scan region \[[@B18-sensors-20-00064],[@B23-sensors-20-00064]\]. In addition, ODT also offers a depth-resolved, morphological structure of the stimulated sample. The utilized frequency band in this study is slightly different as those used in previous audiometry result \[[@B57-sensors-20-00064]\]. However, the utilized sound frequency was selected according to the audiometry frequency range \[[@B51-sensors-20-00064]\], and this range was sufficient to induce fine vibration patterns of the latex membrane. In addition, the A-scan time is adjustable even more than 10 kHz to cover a broad range, which is yet to be reported.

In this study, we used a natural latex membrane to approximate the condition with the human TM for detecting micro-vibrations on a sample surface \[[@B58-sensors-20-00064],[@B59-sensors-20-00064]\]. However, due to differences of natural parameters like thickness and elasticity between the latex membrane and the TM, the limitations about creating a complex vibratory motion on the latex were remained. To overcome this problem, we generated the localized sound distribution by using a dual speaker configuration to create a more complex vibratory motion on the latex surface similar to the TM. We measured the complex vibratory motion and observed the respective vibratory patterns on the sample surface for frequency ranges within the human audible range. Compared to the previously reported single speaker configuration-based stroboscopic holography \[[@B23-sensors-20-00064]\], multiple concentric circular ring patterns were induced on the sample by employing a dual speaker configuration. The results revealed the possibility of achieving more complex vibratory motions of sample structure and the occurrence of a concentric circular pattern increased along with increase of the frequency level.

In addition, we focused to measure the changing rate of phase value in each position of the latex membrane at varying frequencies. Amplitude can be interpreted as other parameters, which include physical vibratory motion and intensity differences in the OCT image. However, as the physical thickness in the utilized natural latex is consistently even across the entire sample, we considered that the magnitude of vibration is not significantly different for the entire sample. Furthermore, layer intensities of the OCT image are not sufficient for obtaining the micro-vibration pattern of the latex membrane. In case of the varying phase values, it changes in accordance to the vibratory motion of the sample structure. For these reasons, we measured the rate of change in phase value in each position of the latex membrane at varying frequencies.

In the current study, phase data unwrapping was not performed, since phase unwrapping is commonly utilized in Doppler experiments, which focuses on measuring the velocity of a liquid flow within vessels or in capillary tubes. In case of the velocity measurement of fluid flow, the path of the transmitted fluid is usually in one particular direction (either forward or backward), hence phase unwrapping can be effectively used to analyze the total phase shift occurring in the detected signals. However, the primary scope of the study was to determine the vibration pattern in this latex membrane, which represents the oscillations of the (natural) tympanic membrane. We maintained the experimental conditions, where the vibrating surface does not exceed the intended range \[[@B55-sensors-20-00064],[@B56-sensors-20-00064]\] of phase shift (i.e., − π to + π). This was achieved by maintaining the desired audio signal amplitude of the speakers to regulate the sound pressure applied to the sample. This in turn excluded the necessity to implement the phase unwrapping, which is commonly used to measure the phase changes that exceed the range of −π to + π.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-sensors-20-00064}
==============

In this study, the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) ODT evaluations were well-utilized to assess the micro-vibrations of natural latex membranes for diverse frequencies resembling the structural displacement of human TM. Compared to existing methods, such as LDV and stroboscopic holography, the ODT technique is substantially capable of measuring micro-vibration, and consequently providing the depth information of the entire latex membrane with a short scanning time. The entire motion of the latex membrane was analyzed through cross-sections, and the phase shift was analyzed through the 3D volumetric assessments. The externally influenced noise subtraction was additionally included in the ODT algorithm to enhance the precise classification. The acquired results from the localized distribution of sound confirmed that the vibrating direction, as well as the complex oscillations, were proportionally increased along with the gradually rising frequency. Compared to the existing methods, the sampling rate was matched with the applied sound frequency to verify particular vibrating patterns. Furthermore, an escalation in the order of circular mode was identified along with higher frequency levels. Subsequently, the proposed ODT inspection method reveals the possibility of using it as a measuring method for the different complex micro-vibration of the membrane depending on the applied sound frequency. As a further extension of the work, the acquired results of this study will be used as baseline threshold parameters for future human TM assessments to confirm the detection capability of multiple frequency-based micro-vibrations using the ODT methodology.

The following are available online at <https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/1/64/s1>, Figure S1: 3D-ODT mapping information to visualize direction of oscillation and correlated phase information for each scanning point, Figure S2: Entire process of plotting the [Figure 5](#sensors-20-00064-f005){ref-type="fig"} using an example of 2D-ODT examples.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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![(**a**) Single cosine wave, which amplitude exceeds the intended range. (**b**) Wrapping phase graph of (**a**). (**c**) Amplitude-controlled cosine waveform. (**d**) 2D phase mapping image of (**b**). (**e**) 2D phase mapping image of (**c**).](sensors-20-00064-g001){#sensors-20-00064-f001}

![(**a**) Schematic of the Optical Doppler tomography (ODT) system. BLS, broadband laser source; C, collimator; DG, diffraction grating; FC, fiber coupler; GS, Galvanometer scanner; L, lens; LC, line scanning camera; LM, latex membrane; M, mirror; SP, speaker. (**b**) Software algorithm of the parallel signal processing for the Doppler experiment.](sensors-20-00064-g002){#sensors-20-00064-f002}

![The quantified sound pressure graphs of applied sound using a single and dual speaker. (**a**) Detected positions of sound pressure in the latex membrane (A--E). (**b**) Detected sound pressures within the frequency range of 2 kHz to 5 kHz using single speaker configuration. (**c**) Detected sound pressures with equivalent condition of (**b**) using dual speaker configuration. (**d**) Comparative graphical analysis of the obtained results using single speaker and dual speaker configuration.](sensors-20-00064-g003){#sensors-20-00064-f003}

![Two dimensional optical coherence tomography (2D-OCT) and Optical Doppler tomography (ODT) images acquired before and after exposing the latex membrane to the sound waves. (**a**) 2D-OCT image of latex membrane before applying sound. (**d**) 2D-OCT image of vibrating latex membrane. After Doppler image processing, (**b**,**e**) are 2D-ODT images with severe noise. (**c**,**f**) are processed 2D-ODT images with an algorithm to subtract phase differences before and after sound is applied, eliminating unnecessary noise at (**b**,**e**). (**g**--**i**) are indicated the phase data of (**b**), (**e**) and (**f**), respectively.](sensors-20-00064-g004){#sensors-20-00064-f004}

![Process to obtain 2D-ODT enface image representations. (**a**--**d**) Process of 2D-ODT enface image extraction. (**a**--**c**) depict acquisition of uppermost cross-sectional information. (**d**) Total ODT-enface representation at 2 kHz frequency. (**e**--**h**) show the ODT enface image variations according at 2.2 kHz, 2.8 kHz, 3.1 kHz and 3.2 kHz frequencies, respectively.](sensors-20-00064-g005){#sensors-20-00064-f005}

![Graphical analysis based on data of 2D ODT surface images. Images (**a**--**e**) are using averaged raw phase data for scanning position and its respective vibrations obtained by varying frequency at 2, 2.2, 2.8, 3.1 and 3.2 kHz. The x axis represents the position of latex membrane, and the y axis indicates phase information from − 3 to +3 in all five graphs. Blue arrows at (**a**--**e**) show the points of counting phase reversal. Graph (**f**) depicts the number of phase reversals and averaged vibrating distance for each frequency, and (**f**) is plotted using the obtained data of (**a**--**e**). LM, latex membrane.](sensors-20-00064-g006){#sensors-20-00064-f006}
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###### 

Measured scan range in this experiment, A-line time and total time taken for scanning at 2, 2.2, 2.8, 3.1 and 3.2 kHz.

  Scan Range = 5 mm × 5 mm                                 
  -------------------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- -------
  Frequency (kHz)            2     2.2     2.8     3.1     3.2
  A-line time (μsec)         500   455     357     323     313
  Total time (sec)           180   163.8   128.5   116.3   112.7

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
